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The aggregate Fission-Product (FP) decay heat after a pulse fission is examined for
Minor Actinide (MA) fissiles 2 3 7 N P , 241 Am, 243Am /

 2 4 2Cm and 244Qn. We find
that the MA decay heat is comparable but smaller than that of 235y except for
cooling times at about 108 s (=3 y). At these cooling times, either the (3 or y
component of the FP decay heat for these MA's is substantially larger than the
one for 235]j This difference is found to originate from the cumulative fission
yield of 106Ru (T1/2=3.2xlO7 s). This nuclide is the parent of 1 0 6Rh (T1/2=29.8 s)
which is the dominant source of the decay heat at 108 s (=3 y). The fission yield is
nearly an increasing function of the fissile mass number so that the FP decay heat
is the largest for 244(2m among the MA's at the cooling time.

1. Introduction
The Fission-Product (FP) decay heat from Minor Actinide (MA) fissiles has

growing importance to realize innovative MA burners such as accelerator driven
nuclear reactors. In this paper, we examine the difference of the decay heat
between MA fissiles and 235u_ xhe MA's studied here are 237j\jp/ 24lAm,
243Am, 24/Qn and 244Q-Q p o r simplicity, we confine ourselves to the fast
neutron induced fission because relatively hard spectra are expected in accelerator
driven reactors. No neutron capture effects are taken into account as a natural
consequence of a pulse fission.
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2. Method of calculating FP decay heat
Input data required to calculate the FP decay heat are categorized into two.

They are the fission-yield and decay data. The decay data consist of branching
ratios (decay chains), half lives (decay constants) and average decay energy
releases. These data are needed for about 1000 FP nuclides.

In this paper, the fission-yield and decay data are taken from ENDF/B-VI
[1,2] because it is the only nuclear data library that has the fission-yield data for all
the MA's of our interest.

The calculation of the decay heat power is straight forward in the
summation method once the input database is prepared. In this paper, we use a
handy computer code for personal computers [3] developed by one of the authors.

3. FP decay heat for MA fissiles

The FP decay heat power after a pulse fission of each MA is compared with
that of 235u as a function of cooling time.

Figure 1 shows the MA-to-235u ratio of the aggregate FP decay heat after a
pulse fission. The MA decay heat is comparable but smaller than that of 235JJ

except for cooling times at about 10" s (=3 y). At these cooling times, either the P
or y component of the FP decay heat for each MA is substantially larger than that
for 2 3 5U.

In order to identify the source of the marked difference at 10& s, we
examine decay energy releases from individual FP nuclides. Figure 2 shows the
major sources of the decay heat at 7x10^ s. The listed FP's in this figure cover 99%
of the aggregate decay heat at the cooling time. It is clearly seen that the difference
comes dominantly from lO^Rh .However, the half life of IO^R^ [s on\y 29.8 s that
is negligibly small compared with the cooling time. As shown in Fig. 3, at the
cooling time lO^Rh is fed by its parent 106R U whose half-life is 3.2x10? s. Hence,
the cumulative fission yield of 106R U is the dominant source of the difference
between MA's and 235JJ. Actually, we see from Fig. 4 that the lO^Ru yields from
these MA's are substantially larger than that from 235jj. Moreover, the fission
yield is nearly an increasing function of the fissile mass number. As a result, the
FP decay heat is the largest for 2 4 4Cm among the MA's as shown in Fig. 1.

4. Conclusion

We examine the aggregate FP decay heat after a pulse fission for 23?Np,
2 4 1 Am, 2 4 3 Am, 2 4 2 Cm and 2 4 4 Cm. We find that the MA decay heat is
comparable but smaller than that of 235u except for cooling times at about 108 s
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(=3 y). At these cooling times, either the P or y component of the FP decay heat for
these MA's is substantially larger than that for 235|j_ This difference is found to
originate from the cumulative fission yield of 1 0 6 R U (T1/2=3.2xl07 S). This
nuclide is the parent of lO^Rh (T1/2=29.8 s), which the dominant source of the
decay heat at 108 s (=3 y). The fission yield is nearly an increasing function of the
fissile mass number so that the FP decay heat is the largest for 244£m among the
MA's.
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Fig. 1. The MA-to-235u ratio of the aggregate FP decay heat after a pulse fission
induced by a fast neutron.
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Fig. 2. The major sources of the FP decay heat at 7x10^ s.
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Fig. 3 The portion of A=106 decay chain relevant to l°6Rh decay at 108 s.
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Fig. 4. The cumulative fission yield of 1 0 6 R U for the fast neutron induced fission.
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